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About Mesh Studio

Mesh Studio
What We Do
Mesh Studio is a cloud software consultancy that specializes in helping customers ship cloud
technology products faster.

We are a full-service team comprised of experienced, dedicated and focused software
engineers. Our company has a genuine interest in building high-quality technology and we
enjoy helping our customers bring their products, and services to life.

Mesh doesn’t just write software, we partner with our customers to understand the underlying
business objectives that necessitate software development. We then design, architect and
implement cloud software systems that help our customers meet those objectives.

We specialize in all facets of cloud software including architecture design, application
development, hosting infrastructure, developer operations (DevOps), and serverless
computing. Mesh Studio is an official AWS partner and has worked with companies like
Staples, August, and Symetra.

History
Mesh founders, Kevin Coleman and Taylor Halliday, moved to San Francisco in 2014 to work
for different venture-funded startups. Kevin built messaging software for Layer while Taylor
built the future of private transportation for Chariot.

During their nights and weekends in the winter of 2015, the pair started working on a
customer success product called Mesh Data, That product would eventually land them a spot
in the prestigious YCombinator accelerator.

While participating in the accelerator, Kevin and Taylor came to realize that the market for
customer success products was already fairly saturated. The real problem for companies,
however, was that they were having difficulty knitting these platforms together with their
own cloud systems. Kevin and Taylor realized that there was a massive shortage of

sophisticated cloud engineers who could help companies integrate these services into a
cohesive whole.

As a result, they decided to focus on building a consultancy that would help customers build
applications, services, and integrations in the cloud.

Executives
Taylor Halliday, Founding Partner

Kevin Coleman, Founding Partner

Before Mesh, Taylor ran mobile

Before Mesh, Kevin worked on the iOS team

development for Chariot Transit, a transit

at Layer, the leading messaging API. Kevin

startup based in San Francisco. As the first

was responsible for building several

engineering hire, Taylor was responsible for

developer products including the LayerKit

building all of Chariot’s mobile applications,

messaging SDK and the Atlas open source UI

including the customer iOS and Android

framework.

apps, as well as the driver iPad application.
Chariot was acquired in June 2016 by Ford

Before Layer, Kevin worked at Rhapsody as a

Motor Company.

product manager on the Rhapsody developer
platform. He was responsible for launching

Before Taylor’s work at Chariot, he was a

several developer-facing products including

lead engineer at a Seattle based product

the Rhapsody REST API, and SDKs for iOS

studio called 5Celsius. While at 5Celsius,

and Android.

Taylor worked on several full-stack
applications, including Dave, an early on-

Kevin lives in Seattle with his wife Lindsey

demand delivery service for Cannabis.

and their dog Kameron. Outside of Mesh,
Kevin is an avid saltwater fly fisherman and

Taylor lives in the Madison Park

can be found exploring the local beaches of

neighborhood with his wife Chelsea and his

Puget sound in pursuit of Sea-run Cutthroat

18-month-old son Mason. Outside of Mesh,

Trout

Taylor enjoys soaking up all that the
northwest has to offer, and diving into new
and interesting programming topics.

